1. Discuss the characters of Mr and Mrs Darling, Wendy and Tinker Bell. Provide some quotations from the text.

2. In chapter IV we learn a lot about the personality of Peter Pan. Can you make a list of his negative and positive qualities? Provide some quotations from the text.

3. Barrie suggests that all children have a Neverland, an imaginary place with people and monsters and pleasures and dangers and adventures. Describe the representation of Neverland in the story. Provide some quotations from the text.

4. What elements from the following literary traditions do you find in Peter Pan: Fairy tales, fantasy, adventure?

5. Many critics praised Barrie for not condescending to children, for dealing frankly with the cruelties of real life. Explain how the following quote applies to the story:

   “Peter Pan addresses children but it treats childhood neither sentimentally nor as a condition divorced from adulthood.”
